
Level:
O = open to all levels B = beginners with some dancing experience
SA = Slightly advanced A= advanced

Workshop Friday 12.03.2009
Raksan
Body Work & Body Sensivity  Level: 0
Raksan is an exceptional dancer with excursions into the dance avant-garde, her style is a cross
between vaudeville, dance theater and The Orient. She will offer two enjoyable, inspiring, and
challenging workshops and will be our introduction to a wonderful and animated weekend.

WS Saturday, 13.03. 2009
Jillina
Contemporary Oriental  Level: SA/A
Jillina became internationally known as a member and choreographer of BDSS with her contemporary
oriental dance style. She will offer an up-to-date modern choreography with lots of expression, along
with accented music interpretation, floor work and rapid hip movements.

Sayed Balaha
Oriental Grooves, Drums & Tabla   Level: 0
An exciting introduction to the variety of Arabic rhythms; in this course, the basic oriental rhythms will
be explained and practiced. It is a must for every dancer and all interested people. Drums can be
provided.

Nour El Hadi
Dances of the Ghawazee ( Egyptian Gypsy Power)   Level: SA
Professional entertainment dancers who have performed in world exhibitions, such as in Paris and
Chicago. The Egyptian master teacher Nour, will be teaching fascinating and mystical combinations
and a short choreography.

Maya Gaorry
Sambalady Level: SA
Maya's own animated “Sambalady” style is a fusion between Brazilian Samba and Arabic percussion.
She will offer impressive combinations, which have become a big success throughout the world.

Les Soeurs Tribales
Tribal Drum Solo Level: SA
Red-hot!!! A new trend is taking over the tribal scene. The Italian tribal trio offers new inspiration,
technique, layering and a tribal-style choreography with percussion that will be the highlight of your
performance.



Saleh Nagah
Saidi (Modern & Acrobatic Level: SA
Saleh offers an interesting choreography with acrobatic cane movements and dynamic step
combinations to upbeat Arabic pop music.

Horacio Cifuentes
Raks Sharki Level: SA
Horacio will be offering a clearly structured choreography, through which you will  float! He will teach
elegant and flowing movements mixed with a Latin temperament and cool accents.

Samara Hayat
Flamenco Oriental Level: SA
Passionate Flamenco moves and hot Spanish-Oriental combinations. We promise that this gorgeous,
stunning dancer from Madrid will fascinate you!!!!

Raksan
Dance Theatre & Acting Level: SA/A
An intensive journey into an amazing dance world. Based on play and theater movements, you will
learn how to capture the room and the floor with expression and personal presence.

Liza LaZiza
Hot Drum Solo Technique Level: SA/A
Liza is a popular dancer known for her jaw-dropping and lively drum solos. In this course, Liza LaZiza
will teach you, how the correct “Egyptian Feeling” works. A Percussion-Body-work with one of the
most commanding and charismatic dancers of Cairo!!!!!!

Yasmina Said
ESTODA
Essential Technique of Oriental Dance Level: O
ESTODA stands for transfer of extraordinary dance technique for those who want to improve their
dancing skills. An insight into the theory along with a practical demonstration of the material.

Gabriella (Nea´s Tribal)
Fantastic Fan Veil Dance Level: SA
Fan veil dance is a trend, which impresses and bedazzles audiences. An introduction into the technique
with a short choreography for OT and tribal fusion dancers.   

Sabina Zaida
Burlesque
Varieté & Cabaret Level: SA
Dita von Teese presented feminine eroticism with glamor. Calculated effects, hot combinations and a
workshop which provides plenty of fun. By the way, you get to keep your clothes on!!!!

Patricia
Electronic Folkloric
(Tribal Fusion Choreo) Level: SA
The folkloric touch of this tribal style choreography forms a contrast to the complex contemporary
dance style. Combinations from funk style and Hip Hop will be taught. An eye-catcher!!



Workshops Sunday, 14.03.2009
Liza LaZiza
Raks Sharki & Oriental Classics Level: SA/A
Liza is a fresh, hot dancer embodying Egyptian style and spirit. You will have a three-hour workshop of
up-to-date Cairo style Raqs Sharki with a top international star of the oriental dance scene. You will be
impressed!!

Rachid
Shimmy Drills Level: SA
Rachid will demonstrate his distinctive style of shimmies delightfully, but emphatically. He will
introduce Lebanese stamp, samba, hip shimmies and an encore of elaborate layerings.

Raaja Dussart
Melaya Laff, Pop Choreography Level: SA
An energetic and marvelous Melaya  group dance from Alexandria. The choreography is sassy, artful
and charismatic. Expand your dance repertoire!

Naima Nada
Drum´n Veil Choreography Level: SA
Naima Nada presents a new veil dance, which is distinct for its drum sections and fast accents. An
exciting and striking choreography with plenty of interesting moves.

Les Soeurs Tribales
Signatures Moves Level: A
The innovative Italian tribal group will offer you for the first time in Germany fascinating and inspiring
combinations and  their special “Les Soeurs Tribales” dance elements and partner work.   

Beate Cifuentes
Solo for Divas Level: SA
Beate wants you to feel absolutely feminine and to show your own elegance, beauty, fire, a little touch
of wickedness, and sassiness.

Exotic Combinations à la Cihangir Level: SA/A
Cihangir impresses everyone with humor, know-how and his distinctive charm. He will teach creative
combinations and steps, such as arm and hand movements from Egyptian, Turkish and other dance
styles.

Samara Hayat
New Raks Baladi Level: SA/A
This unique dancer with an ebullient spirit will offer energetic and striking combinations and trendy
moves. Samara Hayat is a cult!!

Abir & Magdy Youns
Tango Oriental Level: SA
A tempting mixture of swinging Tango rhythm and mesmeric oriental dance. Animated, expressive and
creative. Pure passion!!!

Jillina
Juci Pop Song Level: SA
A choreography full of juicy delicacies. Jillina will offer funky floor work, dynamic segments, rapid
dramatic accents and as well as slow, flowing moves.



Aziza
Modern Turkish Choreography Level: SA
A gorgeous Turkish piece: The classical dance routine is divided into an entrée, fast tempo, kanoun,
and slow segments followed by Saidi sequence and a short drum solo. A very modern piece and a treat
for every occasion.

Sayed Balaha
Drum & Tabla (Advanced) Level: A
You will receive suggestions and hints from the master drummer personally. Here you will play and
jam. Attention! This is a workshop for students with prior drumming knowledge.

Emad Abdel Sattar
Hot Grooves – Salsa Oriental Level: SA
Emad Abdel Sattar, a native of Egypt meets Latin music. As the co-owner of the Salsa club “Caliente”
since 2009 in Hanover, Emad will show you Latin hip movements mixed with oriental dance elements.
Artful, vibrant and breathtaking!

Said El Amir
Great Show Effects Level: SA
This workshop will teach you how to put cool ideas and effects into your performances and dance
repertoire creatively and innovatively. The Said El Amir WOW-effect is guaranteed.


